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It’s Classified!

Student Records Update

Relevant Federal 

and State Privacy Laws

Primary Federal Laws/Regulations On Student

Records And Confidentiality

1. Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act

(“FERPA”), 20 U.S.C. §1232g, and regulations

at 34 C.F.R. Part 99

2. Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

(“IDEA”), 20 U.S.C. §§1412(a)(8) and

1413(a)(1); 1415(b)(1); 1417(c), and

regulations at 34 C.F.R. §§300.32
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Primary State Laws/Regulations On Student Records And

Confidentiality

1. Illinois School Student Records Act (“ISSRA”), 105 ILCS 10/1 et

seq., and regulations at 23 Ill. Admin. Code Part 375 (student

records regulations) and 23 Ill. Admin. Code at §§226.50(a)(2);

226.75; 226.740 (special education regulations)

2. Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities Confidentiality

Act (“Confidentiality Act”), 740 ILCS 110/1 et seq.

3. Local Records Act, 50 ILCS 205/1 et seq.

Broad Definitions of Student Records:

FERPA: Records or materials that contain

information “directly related to a

student”

ISSRA: Any writing or other recorded

information concerning a student

“by which a student may be

individually identified”

Maintained by the school district or on its behalf.

GENERAL RULE:

Student records or information may not be

disclosed without prior written parental

consent (preferably on a release form that

includes all required information), unless an

exception to the consent requirement

applies.
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Baltimore County Public Schools, 116 LRP
19901 (Md. LEA 2015)

Case Manager violated FERPA by accidently
sending email to teacher in another school
who had an email address similar to the
intended recipient because that teacher had
no legitimate interest in receiving the
information and parent did not consent to
disclosure. No remedy was ordered as the
district took steps to prevent the violation
from recurring and there was no harm to the
student.

Letter to Anonymous, 19 FAB 33 ( FPCO
2015)

The parent of a student involved in a
disciplinary incident could not access a
student witness statement without
permission of the witness’ parent if
disclosure would reveal personally
identifiable information. Parent of
disciplined student could ask school for
explanation of general content of
statement.

Letter to Anonymous, 13 FAB 4 (FPCO 2009)

 Biological mother complained that principal

disclosed her child’s education records to the

child’s stepmother and grandmother during a

meeting at school.

 FPCO found no violation because student

record information may be given to both

custodial and noncustodial parents unless there

is a court order or state law to the contrary.

District could disclose information where

biological father consented to stepparent and

grandmother attending the meeting.
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Letter to Anonymous, 116 LRP 41825 (2016)

 Parent alleged that principal violated FERPA after

he found pills in her son’s bookbag, by telling other

parents that her son was a “drug dealer” and that

he was selling drugs to their children.

 FPCO indicate that parent’s complaint was outside

of FERPA’s scope because FERPA prohibits

unauthorized disclosure of tangible records and

information from tangible records. It does not

protect confidentiality of information in general or

information gained through personal knowledge or

observation.

Some Exceptions to the

Consent Requirement

Exception #1: Disclosures to School, School

District, and ISBE Employees or Officials

FERPA: School employees or officials “with a

legitimate educational interest”

* A contractor, consultant, volunteer or other

party may be considered a “school official”

if she/he is (a) performing a

service/function for which the district

would otherwise use employees, (b) under

the direct control of the district with

respect to use of records, and (c) subject to

redisclosure requirements.
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 ISSRA: Disclosure may be made to

School employees or officials with a

current demonstrable educational or

administrative interest in the student.

The disclosure must be in furtherance

of this interest.

* Notice must be given to students

and parents explaining who may

be a “school official” of the

school district.

Owen J. Roberts School District, 115 LRP 10060

(Pa. LEA 2015)

 After IHO ordered the District to conduct an

IEE at public expense, which the parent

opposed, the District gave the student’s

records to the independent evaluator without

the parent’s permission.

 IHO found disclosure to be a violation of

FERPA because the independent evaluator was

not a school official.

 Releasing student records to the IHO was not

a violation because the IHO is a school

official.
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W.A. v. Hendrick Hudson Central School District,

67 IDELR 178 (S.D.N.Y. 2016)

 Court denied district’s motion to dismiss and

held that student’s 14th Amendment due

process rights may have been violated when

district sent placement referral packets to

potential schools without permission.

 The student records sent with the referral

packets contained personal, intimate medical

information that could subject the high school

student to “societal discrimination and

intolerance.”

Exception #2: Disclosures To

Records Custodians:

Records may be disclosed, upon

request, to the official records

custodian of another school district in

which the student has enrolled or

intends to enroll.

Exception #3: Disclosures Pursuant To

Court Orders

Under ISSRA, no disclosure may be made

pursuant to a subpoena. Disclosures may

be made pursuant to a court order signed

by a judge.
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Letter to Anonymous, 18 FAB 49 (FPCO

2015)

District is not required to notify non

requesting parent of a subpoena or

records request from the other

parent, assuming there is no court

order limiting the requesting

parent’s equal access to student

records.

19

Jane Doe v. Tippecanoe School Corp., 19

FAB 2 (N.D. Ind. 2015)

 School required to provide classmate

schedules and enrollment records

pursuant to court order in suit where

parent alleged teacher sexually assaulted

student because classmates were

potential witnesses and information was

relevant.

Jane Doe, cont.

 School not permitted to delay

production of records until classmates’

parents were notified because records

were subject to protective order

entered in the litigation.
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Exception #4: Emergency Releases of

Information

 Information may be released in connection

with an articulable and significant threat to

the health or safety of the student or

others.

 Parents must be notified no later than the

next school day after the information is

released, of the date of disclosure, to

whom disclosure was made and the purpose

of the disclosure.

 Factors to be considered in determining whether

records should be released include:

* The seriousness of the threat to the health or

safety of the student or other individuals;

* The need for the requested records to meet the

emergency;

* Whether the individuals to whom the requested

records are released are in a position to deal with

the emergency; and

* The extent to which time is of the essence in

dealing with the emergency.

* When an emergency release of

information is undertaken, the school

district shall make a record of the

nature of the threat that formed the

basis for the disclosure and the

parties to whom the school or district

disclosed the information.
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Letter to Anonymous, 18 FAB 50 (FPCO
2015)

District did not violate FERPA by
disclosing student’s threat assessment
to police and other area schools
without parent consent where
assessment described student as a
“high level of risk.”

Letter, cont.

 As long as the District has a “rational

basis” for its determination that the

student posed an “articulable and

significant” threat to his own or others’

safety, FPCO will not substitute its

judgment for that of the District.

Disclosure 
Of 

Joint Education Records
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Letter to Anonymous, 116 LRP 48400 (2016)

 District violated FERPA by providing natural

mother with username and password to online

school account that her daughter shared with

her stepbrothers, which allowed the natural

parent to access the stepbrothers’ personal,

health, transportation, sports and emergency

contact information.

 If a parent wishes to review education records

that involve multiple students, the district

must either separate the records or obtain

consent from the other parents before

disclosure.

Letter to Prescott, 115 LRP 39435 (FPCO 2015)

 District did not violate FERPA by refusing to give

parent a student record that contained

personally identifiable information of multiple

students involved in an alleged harassment

incident.

 Other students’ information could not be easily

redacted and the District met with the parent

and orally informed her of information from the

joint record specific to her child.

What About Surveillance 
Videos as Joint Education 

Records?
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One student is subject of the video

 Video is a student record under ISSRA if

content is used and maintained for

particular reason (i.e. discipline, IEP

compliance).

 If a student record, parent of the student

has a right to view the video.

 Video cannot be disclosed to others

without parent consent or exception to

consent.

Two or more students are focus of video:

FPCO Official Guidance (2004)

 Joint Education Record

 Neither parent may review unless:

 other students’ images redacted

 other parents of students in video give written

consent

 may inform parents of what their child is

shown doing in video

Two or more students are focus of video:

FPCO Informal Guidance

(letters to school attorneys begin 2006)

 Joint Education Record

 Parents may view video, but may not be given a

copy unless

 Other students’ images redacted or

 Other parents give written consent

 Parents of bystanders may not view video
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Bryner v. Canyons Sch. Dist. (UT. App. 5/29/15)

 Parent of student involved in altercation in

middle school hallway filed complaint because

district refused to produce a copy of the

surveillance video showing the fight.

 Court agreed with the school that the video, in

which students were clearly identifiable by

face, body shape, clothing or otherwise, was a

student record that directly related to students

and was maintained by the school.

Bryner, (cont.)

 Court cited FERPA guidance that parents have

the right to inspect and review a videotape

showing their own child engaged in misbehavior

if no other students are pictured.

 Court held that school must provide redacted

copy of video to parent within fifteen days of

receipt of parent’s payment of the $120 cost to

redact the video.

Letter re: Regional Multicultural Magnet

Sch. Dist., 11 FAB 25 (FPCO 2008)

Because information in incident reports

could not be easily separated and remain

understandable, parent of each involved

student could view entire report, but could

not receive a copy without written consent

of parents of other students involved.
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Bullying and 

Confidentiality

Letter to Soukup, (FPCO 2/9/15)

In accordance with civil rights guidance,

FERPA permits a school to disclose to the

parent of a harassed student information

about sanctions imposed on perpetrator

which directly relate to the harassed student.

Letter to Soukup, (cont.)

Examples:

 requirement that harasser stays away from

student

 separation of students; change of classes

 harasser is prohibited from attending

school for a period of time
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Letter to Anonymous, 20 FAB 7 (FPCO

2016)

Principal violated FERPA by disclosing to

a parent the name of a student (not the

parent’s child) who was the victim of

bullying.

Parent Access 

to Records

Letter to Kashyap, 68 IDELR 254 (OSEP

2016)

 The right of parents to inspect student

records under IDEA applies not only to

parents of students who have been found

eligible for special education, but also to

parents of students whose eligibility is

being determined or is disputed.
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Letter to Anonymous, 19 FAB 12 (FPCO 2015)

 Parent requested all of her child’s student

records from past 3 school years. After

receiving records, she alleged that she

received incomplete records.

 According to FPCO, if a parent believes she

has not been provided certain records, she

should submit a follow up request with the

district clarifying the additional records

she believes exists and were not provided.

Letter to Anonymous, 116 LRP 41837 (FPCO

2016)

 District is not generally required to provide

parent with copies of student records

unless circumstances effectively prevent

parent from inspecting the records in

person.

 No violation of FERPA were parent can

inspect records at the school or by logging

into the school’s online website.

Letter to Anonymous, 115 LRP 40693 (FPCO

2015)

 School did not violate FERPA when teacher

stopped providing parent with weekly

updates of student’s classroom

performance. Teacher’s updates exceeded

FERPA’s access requirements.

 There is no obligation to comply with a

“standing request” by a parent for access

to records, only with an individual request

within the access time limit.
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Letter to Anonymous, cont.

 School is not required to provide progress

updates unless that information already exists in

the form of a student record.

 School is not required to provide access to

information not maintained as student record or

to create student records in response.

Ann Arbor Public Schools, 18 FAB 21 (Mich

SEA 2014)

Under FERPA’s “sole possession record”

exception, parent not entitled to binder of

teacher’s personal notes. Notes were used

only to jog teacher’s memory in completing

progress reports and notes were never

revealed to any other person.

Amendment of Student 

Records
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Parents have the right to challenge accuracy,

relevance or propriety of any entry in student

records except academic grades, and if the

challenge is made when records are forwarded

to new school to which student is transferring,

parent cannot challenge grades or references

to expulsions or out of school suspensions.

105 ILCS 10/7; 23 IAC 375.90

The school shall establish procedures for
parents to challenge the contents of student
records, including:
 an informal conference with parents

within 15 school days of parent’s request
for a hearing to challenge student records
entry

 if not resolved, a hearing no later than 15
days after informal conference

23 IAC 375.90

 Either the school or parent can appeal

the hearing officer’s decision to the

Regional Superintendent within 20 school

days of decision.

 The Regional Superintendent’s decision

may be appealed to county circuit court.

23 IAC 375.90
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Letter to Anonymous, 19 FAB 55 (FPCO 2016)

 Parent wanted to modify records relating to 2

disciplinary incidents and complained that

District did not allow amendment.

 Although FERPA allows parents to amend

inaccurate or misleading information in student

records, this provision may not be used to

challenge substantive decisions made by school

officials, such as grades or disciplinary

determinations.

Illinois Marriage and 
Dissolution of Marriage Act 

Amendments

Effective 1/1/16

“A parent who is not allocated parenting

time (not denied parental responsibility) is

not entitled to access to the child’s school

or health care records unless a court finds

that it is in the child’s best interest to

provide those records to the parent.”

750 ILCS 5/602.11
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Effective 1/1/17:

“School records shall not be denied to a

parent for the reason that the parent has

not been allocated parental responsibility;

however, no parent shall have access to

school records if the parent is prohibited by

an order of protection from inspecting or

obtaining such records…”

750 ILCS 5/602.11

Directory 

Information

WHAT IS NOT A RECORD?

1. Exclusive use/sole possession records;

2. Information of law enforcement working in the

school;

3. Directory information (with notice, designation

and right to opt out), including:

 Identifying information: student’s name,

address, gender, grade level, and birth date

and place, and parents’ names, mailing

addresses, electronic mail addresses, and

telephone numbers;
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 Photographs, videos, or digital images

used for informational or news-related

purposes of a student participating in

school or school-sponsored activities,

organizations, and athletics that have

appeared in school publications, such as

yearbooks, newspapers, or sporting or

fine arts programs.

 Academic awards, degrees, and honors;

 Information in relation to school-sponsored

activities, organizations, and athletics;

 Major field of study; and

 Period of attendance in the school.

 No student social security number (SSN) or

student identification (ID) or unique student

identifier may be designated as directory

information.

Disclosure of Directory Information

If District designates:

 Types of information designated as directory

information

 Parent opt out

 Period of time in which parent must opt out in

writing

District may disclose designated directory information

to third parties.
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Letter re: Westerville City School

District, 9 FAB 34 (FPCO 2006): District

could send information about cheerleading

program that included directory information

in emails to parents and could keep

information in “booster book” available to

any parent who requested it.

Letter to Wright, 12 FAB 4 (FPCO

2008): Given proper notice of

directory information, District could

disclose information to local clergy.

Letter to Jett, 16 FAB 12 (FPCO 2012)

District did not violate FERPA by failing to

provide parent the address of another

student upon request. If other parent did

not opt out of directory disclosure, the

District could have provided address, but

was not required to under FERPA.
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Letter to Wilson, 9 FAB 39 (FPCO 2006)

 A District may state in FERPA Notice that

it will disclose directory information only

to certain third parties and may specify

those parties.

 If the District discloses to a group not on

the list, FPCO would investigate a

complaint about this disclosure.

Wilson, cont.

 District would need to publish a new

Directory Information Notice if it wanted

to add a new organization to list after

publishing the Notice.

 School could disclose to PTO if on list of

organizations.


